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While waiting for the impending update of the Google Reader app, I thought I'd look for other great ways to consume everything in my Reader feed. On my trip to the market, I couldn't find an app, but a widget called Minimal Reader Pro. Minimal Reader Pro is awesome because not only does it save the
hassle of opening the app (precious seconds are lost when you open apps!), it looks absolutely amazing when you do it. Setting up Minimal Reader Pro is easy to π. Press and hold, select Minimal Reader Pro and you will be prompted to connect your Google Reader account. If you don't want to sync
your Reader account, you can still use a custom feed URL, but it's suggested that you use the Reader route. After the account is linked and synchronized, you can choose which feeds you want to view. If you want to see everything, you can do it. If not, you can select your most entertaining feeds from the



Manage menu. The Settings menu has some nifty options, such as setting an age filter (when to stop displaying something because it is too old), the ability to filter read news, take a photo download from use, and set the refresh rate, total widget entries, and maximum items per legend. If that sounds a lot,
it's not overwhelming in the slightest and it's pretty damn easy to work with, really. The last panel (Screen) is where you really get to make Minimal Reader Pro your own. You can choose from three themes (Classic White, Dark Glass, and Ice Cream Sandwich), each with its own look. You can also turn
the background on and off (a great option depending on what kind of wallpaper you have), turn square corners on, or mark items as read while reading them. You can also set the size and alignment of the text (nothing groundbreaking here), but it's nice that the developer thought about incorporating it.
Now that all your settings are set and the widget is on the screen, you can scroll up and down, as in any menu, and tapping the story will open it for reading. Countless stories are bold, while the storeis you read are displayed in a regular font. To mark all read stories, tap the check mark in the upper-right
corner, and if you touch the heart icon, you'll only be shown a list of your favorite article. The setting gear and update icon are obvious in their operation, as is the ____new reading in the middle of the widget. All in all, Minimal Reader Pro is a really great way to consume all RSS feeds on your device. If
you are eager to use widgets, you are an avid reader or RSS user and want to use something that looks good and gets the job done, look no further than Minimal Reader Pro. Minimal Reader Pro is $1.09 on the Android market. We have download links and more pictures after the break. If you are looking
for a free alternative to Adobe Reader, one of the best options right now is Foxit PDF Reader. In addition to the fact that the program can view the it has a huge number of features that push it a lot with Adobe Reader and and closer to what Adobe Acrobat can do. I used Adobe Reader for years because it
was from Adobe and I felt it had to be better because Adobe is a monster and they create amazing software like Photoshop! But being a monster is also a bad thing. I think Adobe Reader is bloated and slow. Performance has improved over the years, but it's still massive compared to a show like Foxit.
The best part is that it can do everything that Adobe Reader can, as well as more. Want to find a bunch of PDFs at once? The Foxes can do it. Do you want your computer to read the entire PDF file to you? The Foxes can do it. Do you want to create your own PDF file? The Foxes can do it. Do you want
to sign the PDF safely? You know the answer! Plus, all this is free. Of course, there are a few warnings. For example, you can sign a PDF document with ink signing for free, but if you want a third party to check the actual electronic signature, you need to use DocuSign, which is built directly into Foxit.
You can also create simple PDF files from scans, clip table or by adding text boxes and images, but if you want to create more advanced PDF forms, you need to buy their PhantomPDF software. Still, it has a lot of functions just for pdf reader. In this article, I go through a lot of Foxit features and why I like
it as much as my primary PDF viewing software. User interface and layout The first thing you notice right away is that the ui looks awfully similar to the new ribbon interface that Microsoft has introduced in Office 2007. It is very clean and viewing PDFs on Foxit is an enjoyable experience. It's actually so
good that it also seems to fit perfectly into the Office app family. Like the Office ribbon, you can also customize ribbon menus on Foxit. You can add or remove buttons, and Foxit even has the same Quick Access Toolbar at the top that can be customized. It also has a standard multi-tab style for viewing
multiple PDFs that you see in all the browsers. There are a couple of buttons on the left that allow you to use a few handy features, such as bookmarks, page thumbnails, page layers, comments and annotations, possible attachments, security settings, and digital signatures. Foxit also has a lot of different
ways to view your PDF files. If you go to the View tab, you'll see two sections called document tabs and page displays. There is a reading mode that hides the Inverted View on the ribbon, which reverses the order of all pages and the Text Viewer, which removes all formatting, images, etc. The page
displays one page, a single-page continuous, two-page, two-page continuous, shared, separate cover page, and auto scroll. is the Rotate View option. I can't say how many times I've received a PDF from someone and the scanned image was in the wrong direction. Create PDFs With an excellent
interface for viewing, organizing, and searching for PDFs, Foxit has a whole host of tools to create your own PDFs. Click File, Create PDF and you have several options to choose from: Blank, from File, Scanner, or Clip table. The PDF format used by Foxit is 100% up to standard and therefore works with
any other PDF program. If Office is installed, Foxit has extensions that you can use to create PDFs directly in Office programs. Using Word to create a PDF file is much more robust than creating one on Foxit from the start. By default, the Comment tab on the ribbon has a text tool and some drawing tools
to create a PDF file in Foxit Reader. If you have a lot of documents to scan, you can easily scan them directly into PDF format on Foxit instead of converting them from images to PDF files later. You can also edit the metadata of PDFs to make it easier to find. Collaborating &amp; Sharing on Foxit Reader
is a lot of useful collaboration features that make life easier. One feature I use a lot is that Evernote is integrated directly into the Share tab. The Evernote Windows app must be installed for the icon to be active. When it detects Evernote, you can save the PDF files immediately directly to Evernote. In
addition to Evernote, you can also email files and share to Facebook or Twitter. The e-mail feature basically opens your default e-mail program, which is set up in Windows as an attachment to a PDF file. In business environments, Foxit also includes SharePoint integration, which is really useful for
microsoft camp businesses. If you click the Comment tab, there are plenty of options for adding notes and notes to your PDF document. You can mark text, pin notes and files, add text boxes and invitations, add drawings, highlight areas of the page, add or manage comments to your document. Security
&amp; other features Another great aspect of Foxit is the security built into the program. Foxit has a feature called Safe Mode, which basically alerts users if a PDF file tries to make an external call and lets them decide to stop the process or continue. By default, Foxit is set to block PDFs from transmitting
data over the Internet unless explicitly allowed. If you want to be safer, you can also turn off JavaScript functionality. Additionally, if you receive digitally signed documents, Foxit will use the ISO 32000-compliant verification process to ensure that the digital signature is genuine and that the signature or
document has not been changed. Overall, Foxit is by far the best free app to replace Adobe Reader as the primary PDF reader. Also their paid software, such as n, access is much cheaper than Adobe Acrobat and the set of features is just as good, if not better than Adobe's. If you disagree, let us know in
the comments. Comments.
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